**#GENERAL**

Available position as research assistant at the AG "Cognitive Neurology" in the Clinic for Neurology at the Medical University Greifswald. Registration until 12.04.19 (Link).

Reminder: publications involving SFB1315-supported research must cite DFG support with following suggested formulation:

Funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG, German Research Foundation) – Project number 327654276 – SFB 1315.

Gefördert durch die Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) – Projektnummer 327654276 – SFB 1315.

**#GENDER**

(Link) interesting article about Neurosexism and the "Myth of The Female Brain".

(Link) paper on "Publication metrics and success on the academic job market" by David van Dijk, Ohad Manor and Lucas B. Carey, shows that men are more likely than women to become PIs, given the same publication record.

**#PHD_POSTDOC**

This month Phd-Postdoc meeting was held on 26th March. Roberta Evangelista gave a presentation on her computational modeling of memory consolidation.

(Links) Follow-up discussion whether ACH is the neuromodulator affecting the prevalence of sharp wave ripples.

(Links) Interesting article that discusses philosophical bias and how this impacts the scientific process.

---

**ANNOUNCEMENTS**

10 April: Seminar on Current topics in Computational Neuroscience /Stochastic models in Neuroscience, first meeting starting 9:15
Every Wednesday at 9:30 am at BCCN (Link)

11 April: Lecture on Models of biological neural networks
Every Thursday from 10:15 to 11:45 at MAR 5.060, Marchstraße 23, 10587 Berlin (Link)

11 April: Neuroscience Colloquium 17:00 with Dr. Shigeki Watanabe at Paul-Ehrlich Lecture Hall

16 April: Seminar series on "Models of systems memory consolidation" 10:00
Seven weekly meetings are planned, starting on 7 May every Tuesday in the ITB seminar room (Philippstr. 13, Building 4)

29 April: SFB Social 17:00 at BCCN
We look forward to meet you all and crossing fingers for very good weather.

30 April: PhD-Postdoc meeting 17:00 at BCCN
Communication on slack only!